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The Generalization of the Fredholm 
Alternative for Bounded Kernels 
C. DASKAI.OYAN~'IS* 
The Fredholm alternative is generalized in the case of the bounded linear kernels 
in the L2 space.. C 1986 Academic Press. Inc 
I. I~‘TR~DUCTI~N 
In many applications one must solve the integral equation 
If the kernel K is a Hilbert-Schmidt kernel, i.e., 
(K(.u. #dud,-< +zc., (2) 
it is well known that we can solve the integral equation (1) using the 
Fredholm method of solution [I]. 
In this case the kernel K is a completely continuous (compact) operator, 
and, therefore, it can be approximated in the norm operator topology by 
the sequence of kernels 
K,,(K Y) = f 4,(x) I//,(y)> n = I) 2, 3,... 
,=I 
where {b,}, i= I, 2,..., is some orthonormed basis of the Lz space. In the 
Fredholm alternative, according to the terminology used by Riesz-Sz. 
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Nagy [2] one expresses the resolvent j.( 1 - IK) - ’ K as the limit of the 
sequence 
HA-y, .v, j-1 = f: i 4,l.u) d,(i, j, j.) $,(.v)/d,(i.) (4) 
/=I,- I 
where d,(i.) is the determinant 
d,(E,)=det{b,,-i.K,,j, i, j= 1, L..., n, K,= (d,, ICI,) (5) 
and ri,(i, j, j.) is the minor associated to the element of indices (i j) for the 
matrix {K,,}. The limit is always understood in the sense of the norm 
operator topology. 
In many applications, specially in scattering theory, the kernel is not a 
completely continuous operator, but bounded [3]. Consequently the 
sequence of the kernels (3) converges strongly (in the mean) to the kernel 
K. 
The aim of this paper is to prove that the strong limit of the sequence 
H,, given by (4) exists, if the kernel K is a bounded operator in the usual 
L,-topology. Consequently the Fredholm alternative can be extended to all 
the cases of bounded operators defined on the L2 space. This fact provides 
some advantage for the numerical solution of many integral equations 
encountered in practice. 
II. THE GENERALIZATION OF THE FREDHOLM ALTERNATIVE 
In what follows, we shall use this proposition: 
PROPOSITION A. If A and B ure uutoadjoint positioe d&&e operators on 
the Hilhert space H anri.for every f in H 
O<(.f;Af)<(.f, BY’) (6) 
then 
(.L(l+B) ‘J‘)G(.L(I+A) ‘.I’) 
and for every 0 <p < I 
(7) 
(f, [l -p(l + B) .‘] -‘(l +B)--‘f) 
<(J[l-p(l+A)-‘I-%+A)-‘f). (8) 
Proof For every f in H, we have 
(L(l+A)-IS)-(f,(l+B) .‘f)=(f,(l+B) ‘(B-A)(l+A)- ‘f), 
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if we put 
.1‘=(l+B)g 
then the right-hand side of the above equation gives 
Inequality (6) and the fact that (1 + A) ’ is a positive definite operator 
imply that the right-hand side of the last equation is positive. Conse- 
quently, inequality (7) is satisfied. The inequality (8) can be proved in a 
similar way. 
The main result of the Proposition A is that if A, B are autoadjoint and 
positive definite and inequality (6) is true, then 
ll(l+w ‘II<ll(l +A) ‘II (9) 
and 
IICl-/f(l+B)Y]. ‘(l+B)-‘(l~<IJ[l--(]+A)-‘]-‘(l+A)-’II. (10) 
Another direct implication of Proposition A and inequalities (9) and (10) 
is the following: 
pRopos~~~o~ B. /f {A, ) is an increasing sequence of positive definite 
autoadjoint operators converging strongly (in the mean) to the operator A, 
then the sequence of the operators 
[I-p(l+A,) ‘I-‘(l+A.) -’ forevery O<pL< 1 (11) 
converges strongly. 
ProoJ Without difficulty we can see that 
[i-p(l+A,)-‘](l+A,) ’ - [1 -p(l +A) ‘1 ‘(1 +A) -’ (12) 
=[1 -p(l +A,)-‘](1 +A,)-‘(A-A,)[1 -/f(l +A) ‘3 ‘(1 +A)-‘. 
Inequality (10) implies 
IIC1-/41+A,,) ‘I ‘(l+A,) ‘II~llC~-~(~+~,)-‘l-‘~~+~,~ ‘I!. 
If {A,) converges strongly to A, then the right-hand side of (12) converges 
strongly to zero and hence the sequence (11) converges strongly to 
[1 -p(l +A) ‘1 ‘(1 +A)-‘. 
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One direct application of this proposition is the generalization of the 
Fredholm alternative expressed by the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION C. If the kernel K is houded in the L2 space and i. is a 
regular point of the resolvent (1 - i.K) ’ then this resolvent is the strong 
limit of the sequence given by (4). 
Proof: The kernel K,, given by (3), is the restriction of the kernel K on 
the subspace E,, defined by the basis (d,(x),&(x),..., d,,(x)}. If P, is the 
projection operator on E,,, then we can put 
T,, = P, - iK,,. 
The sequence { T,*T,, } is an increasing sequence of positive definite autoad- 
joint operators converging strongly. Then we can apply Proposition B and 
we conclude that the sequence of operators 
B,,= Cl -141 + CT,,) ‘1 
converges strongly. Obviously 
Bn = GAP I+ &A 
‘(1 + TZT,,) ’ 
-PI (13) 
where G,,(p) is the restriction of B, on the subspace ,!?, = T,*L, and & is 
the projection on the orthogonal complement of E,. The strong con- 
vergence of fI, implies the strong convergence of G,(p)= P,,B,= 
(I - 0”) B,, for every 0 d p < I. The operator H,, which is defined by 
Eq. (4) is given by iG,( I ) TXK,,, then, we must prove that the sequence 
G,,( I ) also converges. Equations (10) and (13) imply 
II B, * , II 6 II B, Ii for every 0 < p < I, 
but 
‘lBnlI = lIGh)l~ + II&II/(1 -p)= llG,(p)Jl + l/(1 -p), 
consequently 
IIG,,, ,(PJII < llG,(~311 for every 0 d p < I 
and 
IIG,. ,(I )I1 < IIGiA1 )II, 
therefore the sequence {H,} converges strongly to A( 1 - AK) -’ K. 
The main result of this paper is that compactness or weak compactness 
(see Ref. [2, Sects. 73 and 1521) are not needed for the application of the 
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Fredholm alternative. We must also note that the compactness of the kcr- 
nel K implies that the sequence of the determinants d,(i) given by (5) is 
uniformly bounded. For the existence of the strong limit of the sequence 
{H,) the ratio rl,,(i,j, J.)/d,,(i.), rather than the function d,(i.), must be 
bounded for every II. 
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